Dear Parents/Carers,
We have been able to confirm a venue to possibly host a limited childcare provision next week. We
would only be able to offer this to our full time children at present. We understand that the venue
may not be a feasible option for some parents due to the location/distance from our current
provision. PLEASE NOTE this is subject to receiving Ofsted Authorisation which has not yet been
received.
Proposal
The proposal would be to work out of the venue:
Early Start Nursery
2 Shrewsbury Road, London E7 8AL.
 Operating at the same times from 8am to 6pm.


Breakfast, Lunch and Tea would be provided for by our catering company but may be in the
form of cold lunches such as sandwiches for this period.



Our staff would be on hand to facilitate this and we would have a separate entrance/exit to
the current nursery. It would be a temporary set up until we are back in our normal site.

Next Steps
In order to be able to plan , we need an indication of the number of people who would be interested
in this option. Please remember:


Even if you express an interest we cannot guarantee this provision until we hear from
Ofsted.



Therefore, the earliest this provision could now start is Tuesday 9th October and in fact it
may be later than this.

What You Need To Do Next
By the end of tomorrow night (Monday 8th) we will need a response to if you wish to take up this
option or not. Please respond with your answer to this number 07990743650, please text

with a YES or NO with your child’s name. This will help us to identify where we would
best need to place our staff. The places would be allocated on a first come, first served basis due to
the limited numbers.
Please take a moment to have a look at the location of the nursery on google maps and decide if this
may work for you.

I know this situation is far from ideal but I am sure you join me in thanking Early Start for the
opportunity to offer even this limited provision and I will of course contact you as soon as we hear
from Ofsted.
Thank you for your ongoing patience and support.
Kind Regards,
Sheleena Laskar
Little Ellies Management

